
Healthcare



FEATURED
Diamante Lounge, Diamante End Table, Emarese 
Lounge, Emarese Sofa, Emarese End Table, Emarese 
Coffee Table, Modena Lounge, Modena Multiple, 
Modena End Table, and Sciara Café

F U R N I T U R E  F O R  H E A LT H C A R E
Kwalu chair frames look like wood, but are actually made from a ground-breaking, solid surface (⅛” thick), high-impact-resistant 

polymer which means they don’t have any of the drawbacks of wood. The frames are moisture impervious and can be cleaned 

for at least 10 years using any of the EPA-registered disinfectants approved for use against viruses and other pathogens (even 

100% bleach), without diminishing the chair surface’s integrity or appearance. 



B U I LT  F O R  I N F E C T I O N  P R E V E N T I O N
On the patient’s road to recovery and sustained good health, cleanliness is critical. Combining appropriate furniture materials 

with the correct cleaning products can help maintain cleaner surfaces and may control the spread of infection. Kwalu is built to 

promote a cleaner surface environment, with a non-porous frame that does not support microbial growth. The chairs can also 

withstand the harshest daily cleaning regimens, including bleach, without degrading its finish and appearance. Kwalu is a piece 

in the puzzle that contributes to the goal of eliminating deadly pathogens before they can come into contact with healthcare 

workers, patients and guests. 

Healthcare



FEATURED
Diamante Lounge Chairs, Love Seat, and Sofas, Riesi Lounge Chair, and Diamante Coffee Tables – 36W and 43.5W



Everyone deserves a respectful welcome when they arrive at a hospital lobby. The furniture here should  

suggest a healing, calm environment exists throughout the hospital. Thoughtfully designed lobbies that  

deliver comfort and high-tech convenience make a statement about the hospital’s level of expertise.  

Kwalu’s bench, tandem and bariatric seating blend seamlessly with lounge and other arm and armless  

chairs, as well as, occasional tables to provide reduced-stress waiting zones.

Lobby



FEATURED
Valdina Multiple – Fixed Short Back 2-Seaters, Valdina Multiple – Fixed Tall Back 3-Seaters,  
Valdina Bariatric – Fixed 46W Short Back, and Brianza End Tables



The waiting room is where the first impression of the hospital is made when patients enter and wait to be 

called for whatever is ailing them. The better waiting rooms and public spaces look, the louder the message is  

delivered to patients and visitors about the level of care, comfort and safety they can expect to receive.  

Kwalu healthcare furniture is beautifully designed and made of high-impact-resilient polymer and patented  

steel joint construction. Our products are easily cleaned, with bleach, to ensure that a hospital will look and 

feel like new, year after year.

Waiting Area



FEATURED
Valdina Flex – Short Back Armless, Carrara Sleeper Sofa, and Valdina Fixed – 28W Tall Back



Healthcare furniture can play a pivotal role in setting the stage for family members to help navigate the patient 

room and participate in the care process effectively. Rooms with healthcare furniture that enable visitors to be 

more self-sufficient free up staff to focus on patient care. Sofas that seat a family and can then convert to a 

sleeper at night, without the assistance of a nurse, are preferred. Nightstands that have drawers and cabinets 

allow family members to organize personal items and cut down on clutter.  

Patient Room



FEATURED
Valentia Motorized Recliners and Valentia Motion Chairs



The primary purpose of a treatment room is a place where medical professionals and patients get down to  

the business of practicing medicine and preventing illness. Furniture in a treatment room should be, first 

and foremost, easily cleaned. The finishes on the seating in a treatment room should be solid surface and  

non-porous so that no bacteria can find a home and grow and thus transferred from patient to patient.

Treatment Room



FEATURED
Carrara Behavioral Lounge Chairs, Caterina Behavioral Guest Chairs, Carrara Behavioral Love Seat, and Tamburo Behavioral Tables



Behavioral

Furniture for Behavioral Health should embrace the mental, emotional, physical and spiritual or holistic  

aspects of healing. Furniture that is residential in style is preferred in behavioral environments. Safety  

is a primary concern in behavioral health. What used to be an environment of traditional lock-down units  

is giving way to the creation of healing, calming communities that are more residential in character thus  

allowing for exploration and understanding of the illness.



FEATURED
Sciara Café Chairs and Lumio Base Medium



The café in healthcare is a unique and special place. It provides a respite from the constant care in a hospital 

environment. Here, patients and guests can get snacks, coffee, socialize and relax. For staff working long 

hours, the café is a place to refresh and refocus. Furniture in the healthcare café is informal but comfortable.  

You will find stools at coffee counters and juice bars. Lounge chairs make it easy to unwind. Cafés in  

healthcare, another wellness space designed to nourish the spirit as well as the appetite.

Café



10 Year Warranty
We offer a 10 Year Performance 
Warranty on both construction 

and finish, so the product is 
guaranteed to stay looking like 

new for 10 years. 

Nightingale Innovation Award 

Kwalu’s GetWell Patient Room  
was awarded a Nightingale  

Innovation Award for  
Surfacing Materials.

Easy to Clean 

Clorox Healthcare and Kwalu are 
partnering to fight HAI’s. Kwalu  

chairs have no topical coatings, so 
sanitizing solutions commonly used  
in healthcare environments can be 

used – including 100% bleach –  
without degrading the finish.

LEVEL®,  
BIFMA‘s Sustainability 
Certification Program 

for Furniture

SCS Indoor 
Advantage Gold –

Furniture
Vizient Innovative Technology 

Designated Product 
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